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A Fifty Year Conflict: 
World War, Part One ‘14-’19
Purpose: Was World War I inevitable?

Part One: Homework - A Fifty Year Conflict
Section A: General Trends. Place the following events on the time line.
 A: The Prelude: 1900-1914   D: World War, Part Two: 1939-1945
 B: World War, Part One: 1914-1919  E: The Postlude: Cold War: 1945-1989
 C: The Interlude: 1919-1939
1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950

1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950

Section B: Picture Representations Identify the correct time peroid for each picture.
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Part Two: Homework:
After reading the assigned sections, complete the tasks that follow.
 The Stage is Set, pp. 678-681

1. Most historians identify four MAIN long term causes for World War I.  Identify these long term caus-
es and give a brief explanation how it contributed to war.

 1. __________________________:
 Explanation:

 2. __________________________:
 Explanation:

 3. __________________________:
 Explanation:

 4. __________________________:
 Explanation:

2. For each long term cause identified above, local a visual representation.  Print out the four represen-
tations.  Number the picture one through four.
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Part Three: World War I Responsibility and Cause
Section A: Responsibility
Examine the cartoon below, answer the question posed by the pointing finger. 

Section B: Long Term and Short Term Causes
In a small group, define the difference between Long Term and Short Term Causes.  Give an example.  
Write your answer below.
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Section C: The Main Causes of  World War, Part One ‘14-’19
In assigned color groups, share your visual representations of the Causes of World War, Part One.  
Exchange pictures and fill in the chart below.
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Section D: Lighting the Powder Keg
Read the section below.  How might an event like this be considered a short term cause of World War I? 

Section E: The Last Moments of Peace
Examine the video.  Take notes.  after the video, answer the following questions in group.  Could war 
have been avoided?  Did the four long range causes of World War I lead to the unavoidable trek to war?

Assassination of Franz Ferdinand
 Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand, a great friend of Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany, met with him in 
mid-June 1914 to discuss the tense situation in the Balkans. Two weeks later, on June 28, Franz Ferdi-
nand and his wife, Sophie, were in Sarajevo to inspect the imperial armed forces in Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
When 19-year-old Gavrilo Princip and his fellow members of the nationalist Young Bosnia movement 
learned of the archduke’s planned visit, they took action: Supplied with weapons by a Serbian terrorist 
organization called the Black Hand, Princip and his cohorts traveled to Sarajevo in time for the arch-
duke’s visit.
 The royal couple was touring the city in an open car, with surprisingly little 
security; one of the nationalists threw a bomb at their car, but it rolled off the 
back of the vehicle, wounding an army officer and some bystanders. Later that 
day, the imperial car took a wrong turn near where Princip happened to be 
standing. Seeing his chance, Princip fired into the car, shooting Franz Ferdi-
nand and Sophie at point-blank range. He then turned the gun on himself, but 
was tackled by a mob of bystanders who restrained him until the police arrived. 
The archduke and his wife were rushed away to seek medical attention, but 
both died within the hour.
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Section F: The Alliances
On the map below, identify: Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Ottoman Empire, 
Romania, Russia, Serbia.  Then, identify which countries were Allied Powers and Central Powers.

Cartoon: Examine the cartoon.  What is the main idea of the cartoon.  Is their a point of view evident in 
the cartoon. Whose point of view might be identified in this cartoon?

Answer


